Maintenance &
Support Services

Always-on Security Operations
Maintenance and support are key to the effective operation
of security and safety systems over time. Hardware and
software components require ongoing preventive
maintenance, rapid resolution of any type of problem,
and periodic updates and upgrades to ensure the
system keeps up with new developments in the field.

Help Desk. A modern 24/7 call center equipped with
advanced IT systems handles all incoming support calls in
a variety of languages through the phone, email or the
support systems. The Help Desk serves as the first and
single point of contact for all support issues until their final
resolution. Help Desk personnel have the training and
experience to solve common problems, prioritize calls
and direct each support request for further handling.

Security systems are inherently complex, integrating

Customers can track the status of thir calls through

a range of technologies, interfaces and protocols.

an advanced support system.

Maintaining such systems at top shape requires a thorough
understanding of each component, as well as their mutual
dependence within the operational whole.

Field Engineers. Mer Systems operates a fleet of mobile
engineers who have the training and tools to work
independently on customer premises to handle issues that

Mer Systems provides SLA-based maintenance and

must be solved on-site. This saves critical time on sending

support services that ensure stability, performance and

equipment to the lab, ensuring that systems work

functionality for a wide variety of security systems,

continuously. Field Engineers are also responsible for

whether developed in-house, legacy, or 3rd party systems.

conducting preventive maintenance and installing updates

Our professional support services keep security systems

and upgrades.

fully operational, prolong their life-span and facilitate
future upgrades.

Labs and Engineering. An advanced engineering force
working in state-of-the-art labs is responsible for solving

Unmatched Support Capabilities

highly complex problems and adjusting existing solutions

Mer Systems has top-level support facilities and personnel

The engineering team also provides professional advice

dedicated to service and maintenance for all types of

for field technicians and other support personnel as

security systems.

necessary.

to new circumstances through patches and upgrades.

Mer Systems' professional support
services keep security systems fully operational,
prolong their life-span and facilitate future upgrades

Multi-tier Service

Tailored Support Models

Tier 1. A 24/7 call center and the first point of contact for

Mer Systems offers versatile models to accommodate

every service request. Tier 1 support personnel assist

a wide range of customer requirements, tailored for

users with system operation, solve common issues and

the unique needs of each organization. Support and

collect relevant information on more complex problems.

maintenance agreements may include the following:

If an issues requires a higher expertise, tier 1 personnel
escalate the call to higher levels of support, together with
initial analysis and a documentation of performed actions.

Tier 2. A team of experienced technicians with in-depth
knowledge in specific systems handles complex problems,
installs software and hardware updates, and runs
diagnostic tests by remote control or on customer premises.

Tier 3. A team of engineers involved in research and
development handles complex problems and situations
that require intensive technological background and
specialization in specific fields. Tier 3 support may include
the development of new features and updates to resolve
problems arising from flowed software or hardware
components.

Preventive Maintenance. Mer System’s approach is
to preempt possible problems and ensure systems are
working smoothly through scheduled and preventive
maintenance. Thus, customers enjoy an always-on
system, without interruptions or downtime.

Support Level Agreements (SLA):
Agreements specifying a guaranteed level of system
availability and performance.
Local Maintenance Facilities (LMF):
Local maintenance facilities established in the countries
of each customer around the globe.
In-house technicians:
Placing highly skilled technicians on customer premises
trained and supported by Mer Systems’ professional
personnel.

Mer Systems Experience
Mer Systems has created a range of advanced, innovative solutions to enable police, security agencies and other rescue
forces to successfully face contemporary challenges. The company specializes in end-to-end security solutions projects,
covering all customer needs from planning and design to implementation, installation, training and maintenance.
The company provides maintenance & support services for a variety of systems, including safe city, critical infrastructure
security, and event security operating in Israel, Argentina, Trinidad & Tobago, Mexico and Congo.

Mer Systems offers:
Intelligence and security solutions: control centers, video surveillance, dedicated management software, and
advanced technologies for Homeland Security forces.
Complementary solutions: mobile meteorology centers, Emergency Medical Systems (EMS), rapid deployment
hospitals, municipal services information management systems.
Communications solutions: dedicated and multipurpose communication networks, fiber optics & wireless infrastructure,
radio interoperability, and more.
As a member of the Mer Group, Mer Systems enjoys a global footprint with local facilities throughout the world.
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